I. DEFINITIONS FOR IJINEAR REI,IABILITY FH)\'1 GRAPHS
Because the flo\oJ' graph l.S used j.n a 'lariety of fields, the basic terminology of the flo;". graph is fairly standard (5, 6, 7) . It is the interpretation given the fl(Yt"l graph that changes. The reliabj.l:i..ty flo1t! graph is e. 1.'10\': graph with a reliability interpretation,
~.
A node is a reference point that signa.ls go to or come from (5).
~ranch.
A branch connects t\,lO nodes together. The branch is assigned the direction of the signal's flow, and the probabi.lity of the signal rea..::hing the directed node. For any linear sYf.::tem that has more than one unique path, the s~ysteL1 must contain' some redundant elements in it, because it has been assumed. that only one path will b~ used in the system at a time. In analyzing the relia bility of a system from it~ flow graph, one path of the system is arbttrarily chosen as the path being used by the system. All of the rest of the paths in tbe system now contain the redundant elements of the system that add to the reliab5.1: ty of the. arbit;.:rar.:iJ.y chosen pe:th. The analyzed .:::-eliability of the system at this point is R _ ~(path #1 ') .. system -,~ el~ments • J.. second path in the' system is arbitrarily chosen.
If there hnd been a failure i.n path one of the system, would now be used; if with path one's failure, pat~ tl'O pat two can still provide a path from the system's input node to the system's output node. In a.ffect, the only added reliability path t\,lO' gives the system is when ele m8nts of path one, not in path t\lO, fail. The analyzed.
'systems reliability' is now R _ (path #1) (path #2 )(l n(path #1 elements)) ·system -n elements + n elements \ -I 'not in path #2
• failed, and. pathl.i\'lC hao f':tilf). The paths can be arbitrarily numbered in any order. Path one is chosen as ,~.2:, path tvJO is chosen as ~, and path three is chosen as be. Applying the relia bility definition to the system, the result is 
!j.@re ~. Reliability flow gra.ph of a. 'n' para.llel path system. 1£ the parallel path £ormula is applied to the system in Figure 2 , the system's reliabili.ty is
:: e + h + c _. ab -ac -be + abc.
The relia~ility de£inition and the parrillal path £ormula give identical results for the 'systems reliability' of para.llel pa.th systems. system has been deve~oped. A major problem with the defin ition is that it is far from being con~ise. Some type of mathematical forr:lUlation is' needed that will gi ve the 'oystellls re1iabi 1ity' di.rectly from the reliability f10\I]' graph. A generati.nr; fu.nc·t;ion that prod.uces the 'systems reli.ability' from the reliability flow graph is given in !i'igure 4. . I l.
1.=
Os ~ 0lall elements in the expar-ded polynomial raised to a power gr-eater than cne are reduced to the power of one Rs = 1 -Os \'lhere Pi ; the reliability of the i'th path from the system's ir..put node to the system's output node Rs = the 'systems reliabill.ty' Once the 'systems reliability' has been found, there a.re t\vO siI!lple checks that can be made on the resultine; polynomial to assu.re the correctness of the expression.
The first check is if all the elements of a system are given a rel:!.ability of zero, 1;he 'nyst8ffis reliability'
should also equal zero. The second check is if all the elements of a system are given a reliability of one, the 'systems reliability' should also equal one. These LW0 checks are not sufficient conditions to gu.arantee the corre~tness of a~y system's reliability function, but the .. 
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